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QUESTION 1

Which of the following best describes what mysqldumpslow does and how to use it? 

A. It shows a summary of the slow log contents. 

B. It dumps the contents of the slow log into a readable format. 

C. shell> mysqldumpslow log_name 

D. shell> mysqldumpslow 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following best describes the purpose of the max_allowed_packet parmeter, and when it is set? 

A. The max_allowed_packet parameter is set per-connection. 

B. The max_allowed_packet parameter is global and is only set by shutting down the server. 

C. The max_allowed_packet parameter is used to control the buffer that is used for communication between the server
and the client. 

D. The max_allowed_packet parameter is used to control the size of the dataset that is sent to the client. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Consider the following: 

ALTER TABLE City ROW_FORMAT = FIXED 

What would be the effect of this statement? 

A. Nothing as this is not a valid statement. 

B. The table City is changed to a fixed row format. 

C. The columns in the table City are changed from VARCHAR to CHAR. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What will be the results of the following query? 
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mysql> SELECT * FROM CountryLanguage PROCEDURE ANALYSE(10, 256)\G 

A. For each column of the CountryLanguage table, the minimum and maximum values will be listed. 

B. For each column of the CountryLanguage table, the average value or average length will be listed. 

C. For each column of the CountryLanguage table, a data type will be suggested that is just large enough to hold the
data. 

D. For each column of the CountryLanguage table, the data type will be changed to one that is just large enough to hold
the data. 

E. It will result in an error. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements about the slow query log is true? 

A. The slow query log will always contain just slow queries. 

B. The slow query log may not always contain just slow queries. 

C. The slow query log always logs more than just slow queries. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Suppose you have a server whose log files, data directory, and temporary files are distributed on different disks. How
would this affect overall performance, compared to a server where all components reside on a single disk? 

A. Performance would remain about the same, because the same amount of disk usage would be needed. 

B. You would expect a performance gain because the disk related activities would be split more evenly. 

C. Performance would drop because the server would have to do extra work to read information off of the different
disks. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Can multi-column FULLTEXT indexes be used? If so, when? 

A. No, they can not be used. 

B. Yes, they should be used to search multiple columns simultaneously. 

C. Yes, they can be used to search either one or all of the indexed columns. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

What type of resource limitations may be placed on a user account with the GRANT statement? 

A. The number of times per hour that an account is allowed to connect to the server 

B. The number of queries per hour an account is allowed to issue 

C. The number of updates per hour an account is allowed to issue 

D. The maximum number of simultaneous connections an account can have 

E. Resource limits can only be specified globally, not per-account 

F. MySQL does not have provisions for limiting resource usage 

Correct Answer: F 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following best describes when it might be advantageous to split a dynamic-row table into dynamic-row and
fixed-row tables? 

A. When the table contains both fixed and variable length columns, but the majority of queries on it access the fixed
length columns. 

B. When the table contains both fixed and variable length columns, but the majority of queries on it access the variable
length columns. 

C. When the table contains both fixed and variable length columns, and the majority of queries access both the variable
and fixed length columns. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Consider the following: 

mysql> SHOW STATUS LIKE \\'Qcache%\\'; 

+-------------------------+--------+ 

| Variable_name | Value | 

+-------------------------+--------+ 

| Qcache_free_blocks | 87 | 

| Qcache_free_memory | 318442 | 
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| Qcache_hits | 11224 | 

| Qcache_inserts | 19215 | 

| Qcache_lowmem_prunes | 437 | 

| Qcache_not_cached | 9155 | 

| Qcache_queries_in_cache | 240 | 

| Qcache_total_blocks | 924 | 

+-------------------------+--------+ 

What can be derived from this output? 

A. There is a low utilization of the query cache. 

B. There is a normal utilization of the query cache. 

C. There is a high utilization of the query cache. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Consider the following: 

+----+-----------------+--------------+ 

| id | PartName | Location | 

+----+-----------------+--------------+ 

| 1 | 40GB Hard Drive | Jacksonville | 

| 2 | 1GB DDR | Atlanta | 

| 3 | Keyboard | San Jose | 

| 4 | Monitor | Harrisburg | 

| 5 | USB Drive | Miami | 

| 6 | DVD/R | Jacksonville | 

+----+-----------------+--------------+ 

Which of the following best describes why this table should be split into a part and location table? 

A. Because it has redundant location values. 

B. Because it has multiple repeating groups in each row. 

C. This table should not be split as it is already in third normal form. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following statements are true regarding the structure of grant tables in new distributions? 

A. They change with every upgrade. 

B. They are often changed. 

C. They remain the same for backwards compatibility. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Doing SELECT COUNT(*) queries in InnoDB is efficient... 

A. Yes, because InnoDB stores a row count in the table. 

B. No, because InnoDB does not store a row count in the table. 

C. Yes, if the table has any indexes. 

D. No, because the table must be sorted. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following are methods to improve performance? 

A. Spreading single tables to different disks pointed to by a symbolic link. 

B. Spreading whole databases to different disks pointed to by a symbolic link. 

C. Moving the MySQL utilities such as mysqladmin to different disks pointed to by a symbolic link. 

D. Moving less needed parts of the MySQL install such as the documentation or the test files to different disks pointed to
by a symbolic link. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Consider the following: mysql> EXPLAIN SELECT Name FROM Country WHERE Code = \\'CAN\\'\G
*************************** 1. row *************************** id: 1 select_type: SIMPLE table: Country type: const
possible_keys: PRIMARY key: PRIMARY key_len: 3 ref: const rows: 1 
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Extra: 

Which of the following best describes the meaning of the value of the type column? 

A. The table has exactly one row. 

B. Several rows may be read from the table. 

C. Only one row of all its rows need to be read. 

Correct Answer: C 
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